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fl·NISH LINE
while focused ultimately on the finish line, must
draw from deep internal resources if he is to run
the course ond win the race. To be prepared, he
must exercise his muscles, heart and lungs on o
daily basis-he must practice. He must core for
his body by eating, sleeping ond stretching prop
erly. He rrust listen to the counsel ond direction
of his coach, on1:I he must be willing to run the
defined course. Failure to address ony of these
areas will mean defeat for the distance runner.
He simply w0n't hove what it takes to reach the
final goal.
It's 1mportont to recognize that these some
factors must be present in followers of Christ if
we ore to endure to the end. If we do not endure
the spiritual training of our coach (the Moster),
run the defined course ond feed ourselves prop
erly with t�e good food and rest of the Spirit, we
simply wo 't make it to the end. We will always
run out of steam, set our own course ond com
promise the integrity of the race.

r

antalizing

One of the wisest pieces of counsel I ever
heard from a football coach was offered by Lou
Holtz in one of his motivational speeches to his
Notre Dome athletes. He said (paraphrasing):
"One thing I con always count on in lite is that it
hos its ups and downs. I know for a fact !�at in
life I will be to the top and I will be to the bottom
again and again. Knowing this, then, I con
accept whatever comes my way as a leofning
experience and with on awareness th0t a 80wer
greater than mine is in charge."
We, too, as sons and daughters of God,
must recognize that life is not "fair," but the God
we serve is good, and he allows those things in
our lives that will best serve our spiritual well
bein� in the race of life. Endurance Is not sim
ply 'hanging in there" until something better
comes along. It's recognizing with a sense 0f joy
that God is in charge, and we ore p0rticipoting
in the big race. If we will just stay the course,
we will come out on lop as winners.
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"And It Came To Pass"
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The phrase "and it come to poss• occurs in the English translation of the Book of Mormon 1,381 times. It
appears 202 times in 1 Nephi alone. The book with the highest number of uses of "it come lo pass" phrases is Alma
with 431. In contrast, the Book of Moroni makes no mention of it. Sometimes the phrase is recorded as "NOW it come
to poss" {Alma 29:45 RLDS, Alma 62:37 LDS) or "FOR BEHOLD, it come to poss• (Alma 20:.d RLDS, Alma 43:4 LDSI or
"BUT BEHOLD, it come to pass" (Alma 24:70 RLDS, Alma 53:16 LDS). A prophetic form of the phrase, such as "and it
SHALL come to poss• (2 Nephi 12:71 RLDS, 2 Nephi 29:13 LDS), is recorded another 95 times in the Book of Mormon.
Only the small books of Jacob, Enos ond Omni do not use this in a prophetic sense.
•And it come lo poss" is not unique to the Book of Mormon. The King Jomes version of the Bible includes the
some introductory phrase. •And it came to poss• or one of its derivatives, occurs 526 times in the Old Testament and
87 times in the New Testament. This suggests the phrase is Hebrew in origin and correlates with Nephi's statement,
"Yeo, I make a record in the language of my father, which consists of the learning of the Jews and the language of the
Egyptians" {l Nephi l :2 RLDS, LDS) .
• Title used by permission
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by Barbara Smith Wilkinson
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three o'clock in the morn
ing crying because Mox, my
Alzheimer nusband, was so bad. I
was frustrated because he was way
over-medicated. The doctors insist
ed he wasn't, that he was in the
advanced stages of the disease.
For t�e umpteenth time, I
poured out my soul lo the Lord for
help, wisdom ond comfort in Max's
and my behalf. Once ogain a peace
settled over me, and I knew the Lord
wos aware of our terrible problems.
The next morning while dri
ving over to visit Max 1 I listened lo o
sermon on the cor roctio. The minis
ter soid that the night before he hod
spent the whole evening with his
new computer, determining what
was the most common phrase in the
Bible. My instant guess wos "And it
come to poss." It is the most com
mon phrase in the Book of Mormon,
so I expected it lo be the most com
mon plirose in the Bible, too.
I was thrilled when he veri
fied that I wos correct, not with pride
because I knew so much but because
it was an added testimon lo me of
the divini(y of the Book o r Mormon.
It took o tlieologian o full evening using o computer and a concordance to figure that out, so I knew it was
impossible for an ignorant farm boy lo know enough to use that phrase the most in the Book of Mormon if,
as the world says, he wrote the book instead of translating it. That is just one of many proofs that it is o
divine book of oncienl origin, translated from the plates as JoseP.h Smith testified until the doy he died.
But the Lord had an additional understanding for me in that sermon. The minister's understanding
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of the phrase was totally different from mine. I
understood it to mean "And it happened that" or
"The next thing that happened was.... " The min
ister said this phrase didn't soy, "And it came to
stay" but "... it came to pa j"' He explained that
J
no matter how good or oa ife is right now, it will
soon change. I had never thought of that mean·
ing, and ii was strangely comforting lo me al the
time. I realized that Max's awful condition would
change. I was again reassured that the Lord was
aware of Max's suffering and my heartache.
Just as the minister said, Max's situation
soon changed. Within a few days, Max just
stopped breathing. There was no struggle at all;
he had received the promise, "And it shall come to
pass that those that die in me shall not taste of
death, for it shall be sweet unto them..." (D & C
42: 12f RLDS, D & C 42:46 LDS). I couldn't be sad
for him; he had graduated lo paradise with the
Lord.
The disease was diagnosed when Max was
only 56 years old. The medical staff continually
told me he could spend 20 to 30 years in long·
term care because he had gotten ii when he was
so young. My continual prayers had been that
when Max had lo go into long-term care, he
would go quickly.
Praise the Lord, he answered my prayers.
Max was in long-term care only seven months.
The medical statt had never seen anxone with
Alzheimer's disease deteriorate so quickly.
Of course I miss Max. He was my best
friend and my spiritual partner, but the scriptures
tell us, "... we know that all things work together
for good to them that love God, to them w�o are
the called according to his purpose" (Romans
8:28). "All" takes in the good and the bad. I
have to trust that even Max's early death was
planned by the Lord to work good in both our
lives.
A scripture I have learned to cling to
throughout the troubles of life is Proverbs 3:5-7,
"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not
unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways
acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths."
But last year while I was reading through the
Bible, I found that the next phrase after this scrip·
lure stood out boldly: "Be not wise in thine own
eyes..." (Proverbs 3:7). Wh , I wondered, was
r
God teaching me this eterna truth now? I soon
learned why.
Overnight, Max went into the advanced
stages of Alzheimer's. Unfortunately, we were in
California, 2,000 miles from home. The doctor
was doubtful that we would ever be able lo get
him home. I must admit I hod my doubts, too, but

reminded, "Be not wise in thine own eyes," so I
turned it over to the Lord.
My wisdom told me it was impossible for
Max to go through two large, crowded airports
and sit quietly on a plane for four or five hours,
since every waking hour he paced, refusing to go
into areas where tnere were more than one or two
people. But I was reminded that 90-year·old
Sarah scoffed when she was told she would bear
a child. The angel then asked her, "Is anything too
hard for the Lord?" {Genesis 18: 13 IV, Genesis
18: 14 KJJ. I had to admit that over the centuries
God has done many miraculous things, so I was
going to have to trust him on this one.
One evening, I listed seven miracles that
would have to happen for us to get Max home
without accident or incident. I prayed about that
and then stuffed the list in my Doctrine and
Covenants. Like so many of our prayers or
thoughts, I forgot all about it as I worked with Max
and the staff. With time, we laid out a plan for
getting him home, and it worked perfectly.
After we were home about two weeks, I
found the list. All seven miracles had occurred
during that trip, exactly os I had requested them.
So be assured God is still a God of miracles!
So often during Max's stay in hospitals and
long-term care, I would think I had the answer to
a problem. The Lord would admonish me, "Be
not wise in thine own eyes." I would then wait on
the Lord. In each instance, when the answer
came, it was far superior to what I would have
done.
As I look bock over the six xears that I took
care of Mox, I see that I made a lot of mistakes,
causing Max heartache and frustration. The Book
of Mormon says: "When they are learned, they
think they are wise, and they �earken not unto the
counsel of God, for they set it aside supposing
they know of themselves; Wheref ore, their wisdom
is foolishness, and it profiteth them not. And they
shall perish. But to be learned is good, if they
hearken unto the counsels of God" (2 Nephi 6:5961 RLDS, 2 Nephi 9:28-29 LDS). How often did I
do things wrong because I didn't counsel with the
Lord, thinking I could handle it without his hel ?
I pray the day will come when I wil l no
longer be wise in my own eyes, but seek the Lord's
counsel in all things.
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The most simple truth in the Book of
Mormon is the idea of o covenant. We
know that the Book of Mormon hos o
reputation for being plain and simP,le.
My exJ?erience has been that if we under·
stand the concept of o covenant relation·
ship, ii becomes even more simple
because the term expresses the real pur·
pose for the Book of Mormon. Once that
,s understood, other things foll into place.
For example, the term provides on insight
into the meaning of the name "Mormon"
and gives us the reason for the
Restoration. It is true that the more we
understand the word of God, the more
simple it becomes. This also applies to
the Book of Mormon. Once we appreci·
ale the importance of the covenant, we
hove o maJor key to understanding ii.
The tirst two verses in the Book of
Mormon {l Nephi l: l ·2 RLOS, l Nephi
1: l ·3 LDS) form o seven·part chiasm (a
form of Hebrew poetry in which the first
half of the poem is repeated in reverse
order in the second �alf). The words
"knowledge, record, language, learning
of the Jews, language, record, know!·
edge" appear in that order. The central
point is the most important point in o chi·
asm. Therefore, in this instance, the
phrase "the learning of the Jews" is
important and even more so because it
appears in the first two verses of the
book. The Lord seems to be telling us that
the learning of the Jews is a key lo under·
standing the Book of Mormon and under·
scores it by P,lacing the concept within a
chiasm, which, in itself, is o manifestation
of the learning of the Jews.
In the fourth chapter (fifteenth chap·
!er LDS) of 1 Nephi the Book of Mormon
tells us that the word "Jews" in this context
means "house of Israel" ( 1 Nephi 4:27,
32 RLOS, l Nephi 15: 17, 20 LDS) In
other places it explains that the house of
Israel is mode Uf? of those who hove a
covenant ( l Nephi 17 RLDS, l Nephi
15: 14 LDS; 2 Neph, 6: l, 12:42 RLOS, 2
Nephi 9:l, 29: 1 LOS; 3 Nephi 7:29,
9:63, 13:56 RLDS; 3 Nephi 16:5, 20:25,
29:3 LOS; Mormon 2:42 RLDS, Mormon
5: 14 LDS). Therefore, the Book of
Mormon is telling us in its first two verses
that the learning of the house of Israel, or
those who hove o covenant, is o key to its
understanding.

f:

There is no more important "learning" from the
house of Israel than the concept of a covenant.
In fact, the concept ot o covenant rela
tionship is the most basic truth in oil the word of
God. We ore told in Hebrews 9:14-17 that Jesus
come lo die ta establish the covenant (see also
Heloman 5:68 RLDS, Helaman 14: 14-15 LOS).
As Back of Mormon believers, we need to under
stand this. If we hod understood the importance
of the covenant, we would hove known that the
main purpose of the Book of Mormon was lo
restore o knowledge of the covenants to the
Lomanites (Indians).
Let me illustrate. If you would ask your
Book of Mormon-believing triends, "What is the
main purpose of the Boo!< of Mormon?" most of
them would say to convince the Jew and Gentile
that Jesus is the Christ. This is a purpose of the
Book of Mormon, but not its main purpose.
Three references (Title Page, 3 NeP.hi 10:1-7
RLDS, 3 Nephi 21:22-28 LOS and Mormon
2:39-41 RLDS, Mormon 5:12-14 LDS) tell us that
its moin purpose is lo restore a knowledge of the
covenants to the Lamanites. By missing this, we
miss two significant things: the importance of the
covenant relationship and the importance of the
Lomanites.
We con not assist in restoring the
covenant lo the Lamanites, however, if we do not
understand and live the covenant lifestyle our
selves. Covenant people obex the Lord. 'rhe do
not triAe with the words of Christ (Mosioh :39
RLDS1 Mosiah 2:9 LDS). Therefore, if we ore told
to take the Book of Mormon to the Lamanites,
then we must do it. We ore told in (Section
3: 156 RLDS, Section 10:62 LDS) of the Doctrine
and Covenants that when we take the Book of
Mormon lo the Lamanites, they will receive it,
build it up, and "bring to light the true points of
my doctrine."
According to 3 Nephi 9:92 RLDS,
(3 Nephi 21 :6LDS), one of the true �"""""
points of Christ's doctrine is to make a
covenant with him. (To "come unto me
and be baptized" is to make a covenant.)
Apparently, the tribe of Manasseh (the
Lamanites) has something to offer the
tribe of Ephraim (most of the rest of us).
Could it t>e that Native Americans know
more about covenants than we do? If we
would start by being obedient in toking
the Book of Mormon to the Lamoniles,
then perhaps we would be ready for a
deeper understanding of the meaning of
the covenant relationship.

1

Here is something else to consider. Take
this mental test. Fill in tne blank in this sentence:
The Book of Mormon is named after
-,-,----�-· Most people would write
Mormon. But why should the Book of Mormon
be named after a man when the Bible and the
Doctrine and Covenants are not? Mormon tells
us that he was named after the land of Mormon
(3 Nephi 2:96 RLDS, 3 Nephi 5:12 LOS). He
characterizes it as "the land in the which Alma
did establish the church among this people."
Alma established the church by restoring
the covenant relationship (Mosiah 9:4 ld 44
RLDS, Mosiah 18:10, 13 LDS) between Go and
his people, and the book was named after the
land where that happened. This took place after
about two hundred years of spiritual decline
among the Nephites. Therefore, spiritually
speaking, the name "Book of Mormon" means
"Book ot the Restoration of the Covenant."
On a similar note the tit e Doctrine and
Covenants incorporates the wordl "covenant'' in
its title. Indirectly, the Bible does as well. The
term "testament" in "Old and New Testaments" is
the old English word for covenant. Thus, all three
boob emphasize the word in their titles, validat
in.9 it as the most important concept in the word
ctGod.
We are told in 2 Nephi 12:42 RLDS, (2
Nephi 29:1 LDS) that the purpose of the
Restoration, this "marvelous work," is "that I may
remember my covenants." This means that if we
treat the covenant lightly, we will miss the Lord's
definition of his church, which is those who have
a covenant. In 1 Nephi 3:230 RLDS, (1 Nephi
14:14 LOS), we have two parallel synonymous
phrases:
...upon the saints of the church of the
Lomb,
and upon the covenant people of the
Lord,...
Both saints and church are defined
as those who have a covenant. This
phrase "covenant relationship" catch
es up oil SP.irituol concepts and there
fore truly helps make the Book of
Mormon o plain and simple book. It
is the single most important truth in
the Book ot1 Mormon and con be
summed up in the words of Omni:
Yea come unto him
And offer your whole souls
os on offering unto him,...
-- Omni 1:47 RLDS
-- Omni 1:26 LDS
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The advertise
ment for a well·
known mechanism said, "50% fewer
moving parts." The implication was that
the contrivance would be less cos�y, more
reliable, and easier to master. The same
idea might apply to language.
Recently a lady asked me what I was working on. I simply
handed her the manuscript I had written. She looked at it for a
moment, then said, "My1 what a vocabulary." Far from feeling flat
tered or complacent, I knew I had failed. I thought, "Oh no! I'm
going to have to rewrite that again." I knew that if I had done my
work well, it would have opened the concept I was writing about in simple
vocabulary or education
and. direct words without impressing a reader with how extensive
might be. The focus needed to be on dearly transmilfinQ the idea was sending to the reader
without getting myself tangled in the story. Good writin g 1s like fine photography: you can dear·
ly see the details of a goocl picture without thinking of the photographer.
It is true that certain words create sharper images than words in common usage, but that is not true if the
reader has only a vague understanding of what the words mean. Mark Twain once told an aspiring writer,
"Anyone can write; the words are all in the dictionary." The skill of a communicator is not measured in a
demonstration of the words at his command. It is measured by how well he can transmit his message to the
reader or listener. To be successful, the vocabulary he uses must be determined more by the voca5ulary of
the receiver than by his own.
The reality of th,s is demonstrated bx Rigoberto Menchu in her book I, Rigoberto, An Indian Woman in
Guatemala. She said the natives were forced to attend a Catholic church where the scriptures were read in
Latin, The onlY. message they got was that the church was the authority and they had better do as instructed
or they would be in deep trouble. She became one of the few natives who learned to read, and she began
reading the Bible for herself and to others. They loved the book because it was such a wonderful storr, of
God's love and his help for the oppressed. She said when it was read in words they could understand, they
related well to it because it was the way they believed and lived but not at all what the priests had been telling
them.
This explains why the Wycliffe Bible Translators live with native people, sometimes as long as 20 years, to
learn the exact meaning and inflections of their words so they can translate the Bible into words that convey
the precise meaning of ihe scriptures.
Nephi was aware that the message of God needed to be plain and easily understood. He says,
... I must speak, concerning the doctrine of Christ: wherefore I shall speak unto you plain!),,
according to the plainness of my prophesying. For my soul delighteth in plainness: tor otter
this manner doth the Lord God work among the children of men. For the Lord God giveth
light unto the understanding: for he speaketh unto men according to their language, unto
their understanding.
•• 2 Nephi 13:3-5 RLDS
-- 2 Nephi 31 :2·3 LDS

mr

Beauty of Bool< of
'1ormon Simplicity
by John Henderson

Nephi put his finger on perhaps the central point regarding the beauty of the Book of
Mormon. It had been buried, hidden from men, so it did not go through endless
translations and interpretations by generations of men. Its original meanings
come through to the reader in simple, direct words that do not require a Ph.D.
to interpret. Jesus uses words a grade-school student can understand so that
even the doctrine he is teaching is easy to grasp. Since the words and
phrases are understandable, the message goes directly to our minds and
creates mental pictures of what the Lord is telling us.
One of the most moving passages of scripture in the Book of Mormon is
in Third Nephi. Our hearts are deeply touched by the Nephites' experi
ence. Jesus' words could not be spoken or written, but the people were
given the gift of understanding so his message penetrated their hearts.
Nephi tells us:
It came to pass that he (Jesus) went again a little way off, and
prayed unto the Father: and tongue can not speak Ifie words.
which he prayed neither can be written by man the words
which he prayed. And the multitude did hear, and da bear
record, and their hearts were open, and they did understand
in their hearts the words which he prayed. Nevertheless, so
great and marvelous were the words which he prayed, that
they cannot be written, neither can they be uttered by man.
--3 Nephi 9:32-34 RLDS
--3 Nephi 19:32-34 LDS
The Lord considers it so important for everyone to know
the fullness of the gospel that he promises in the Doctrine
and Covenants that ' ... it shall come to pass in that day,
that every man shall hear the fullness of the �ospel in
his own tongue, and in his own language, ... '(Section
87:4 RLDS, Section 90:11 LDS). His OV(n tongue is
his native language, the language that he uses and
understands.

I

in
by Diane E. Wirth
There ore two schools of thought as to how the Americas were
populated. More generally accepted among scholars is the the
ory of isolationism, which holds to the tenet that Siberians
crossed the Bering Land Bridge thousands of years ago, eventu·
ally filtering down through North, Middle and South America.
This isolationist paradigm is the standard view taught in acade
mic institutions today. The other hypothesis is the theory of dif
fusionism, which is a mixin g of cultures as a result of early voy
ages to the Americas long before Columbus mode the claim
being the first. This theory is not widely accepted, although
mounting evidence is becoming quite im pressive.
Those who adhere to the theory of diffusionism collect data
which they believe contributes to the plausibility that Pre·
columbion voyages were not only possible, but indeed did toke
place. Diffusionists do not exclude the Bering Land Bridge as a
route to the Americas, but maintain that in addition to this small
group of early travelers to the Americas, people from other cul
tures come across the seas. Most of the evidence is of a tongi·
ble nature, such as flora, fauna, inscriptions and artifacts-many
having counterparts in the Old World.
The isolationists, however, explain these things away by
declaring either that the so-called evidence is a result of decep
tion, or if validated, that any parallel developments ore merely
coincidental and perhaps a result of the human psyche, or what
the famous psychologist Carl Gustav Jung hos termed "the col
lective unconscious." The latter theory of chance similarities
attributes cultural preferences common to both the Old and New
Worlds to certain innate qualities that are part of human nature;
and that being the case, these parallels may occur anywhere in
the world in complete isolation or influence from other cultures.
A wise choice would be to advocate both the theory of
diffusionism as well as that of independent invention.
What needs to be investigated ore the many similarities in traditions of
all ancient cultures. Those that prove to be exactly the some,

of
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oceans oport, cannot always be attributed to coincidence, isola
tion, or the human psyche.
From on anthropological point of view, several studies on blood
types of native Americans compared to blood types of other world
cultures ore worthy of mention. G.A. Molson {1967: 188), o
blood grouping specialist, found that "the American Indians ore
not completely Mongoloid." It hos been determined that peoples
from Mongolia hove o predominance of type B blood. If Native
American ancestors come primarily over the Bering Land Bridge
from Asia, type B would be prevalent; however, this is not neces·
sarily the case. These studies report Native Americans generally
have blood type 0. In fact, less than 1% are type B, which type one
would expect to be in abundance if their ancestors were of pure
Mongol stock {Beals 1961 :78). Researchers find that, except for
the Eskimos and some other Athapaskan groups such as the
Apache and the Navajo, blood group B is next lo nonexistent
among Native Americans throughout North, Middle and South
America (Eustache 1981: Boyd 1950: 21 ).
Skeletal remains support this hypothesis, as well. For exam·
pie, Andrzej Wiercinski (1972: 232-248), a craniologist at the
University of Warsaw, analyzed a great many skulls from major
Mesoomericon sites and discovered a variety of races. He found
the Amerindian stock lo be composed of not only Asians, but
many with features "introduced by ... migrants from the Western
Mediterranean area." Like Matson, he noted that "ancient Mexico
was inhabited by a chain of interrelated populations which cannot
be regarded as typical Mongoloids."
The area of Mesoomerico is of special significance to this arti·
de and covers on oreo where high cultures existed in Pre·
columbion times, stretching from north-central Mexico lo Cosio
Rico. Studies of this port of the world ore relatively new, whereas
the study of ancient Near Eastern cultures has long hod well estab·
lished theories regarding traditions.
(c,:,n'r on page 20)
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You have asked ...
Question:

What is the significance of the phrase "plain and precious" found in the
Book of Mormon?

The phrase "plain and precious" is unique to the Book of Mormon. It is found in
seven(RLDS) ac:iGt six(tE>S) v.erses. All references to this phrase ate contained in l Nephi
chapters 3 dnd})RLDS) an�Nephi chapters 13 and 19 (LOS).
Answer:

Its signi9cance.,centers around the Book of Mormon's claim to oontain the plain and pre
cious t�lngs thot were taken awdy from the gospel before it wint forth to all the nations of
the Gentiles. These basic truths were physically removed. alter.ed. or obsc�red in meaning
'
by the "great and abomirnable c1urch."
The Bo�k of MOL(;l;lOn tJses plain gnd simple iq g_yage to restore these basic truths to those
who are,.preparea tOJ!UP'f witty'.a sincere heatt. Its beauty and simplicity remove the barri
er of complexity that:often conf es us. We then become spiritually receptiv,e, which
allows the R0lv. Spirit to teacn us.�
What are the basic truths tq_,e Book of Mormon restores? We can't address them all In this
answer but would suggest you begin with the study of "authority· (3 Nephi 5 RLDS , 3 Nephi
11 LOS) and the "doctrine of Christ" (2 Nephi 13 RLDS, 2 Nephi 31 LOS). We encourage you
to visit the FRAA bookstore or review our catalog for more study materials on these sub
jects. Moy the Lord bless your desire to grow In spiritual knowledge!

When I was finishing high school. I spent summers in Michigan with my sister and her family.
There I met a very handsome young man who was a member of a strange church. When he began to
tell me about the Book of Mormon, I thought. This is fantasy land!
One day Dan asked me to read the Book of Mormon. No way, I
thought. Its a dangerous sin to add to or take away from the Bible. He
said he'd never marry a girl who wasn't a member of his church. I
decided I should read it and find the obvious errors so that this intense
young man could be convinced to put it aside and move on to some
thing that made sense.
My mother warned me that his religion was a cult. My broth·
er-in-law hated the Book of Mormon so much he threw it down a
flight of stairs. Worse. my own fear caused me to hesitate. I decid·
ed to pray. I asked God to remove my desire to read the Book of
Mormon if it had power to lead me away from him. Instead, he
removed the fear wl1ich held me captive.
Something urged me to compare the message of the Book of
Mormon with the message of the Bible. By the time I finished the last page,
one simple exactness stood out: the Book of Mormon reaches of the same
God the Father, Jesus Christ the Son and the Holy Ghoscl
When that realization hit, I knew I did nor have to prove the truth to anyone. My fife would be
my witness. I became a new creature. Now I seek God� approval. and he has the power to cause my
Family, friends and people of the world to approve of what they see in me.
Praise be to God forevermore.
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Fig. I: Maya ruler, Chae Zutz, Tablet
of the Slaves, Palenque, Chlapas,
Mexico.

Fig. 2: False Beard on Mixtec
Warrior fredrawn after the Codex
Nuttall),

A test performed on the Moya of Chiopos, Mexico, indicated
non-Mongolian ancestry for these people (Reed 1971: 11). An
analysis of ear wax, the consistency of which is determined large·
ly by a simple pair of genes, determined a different genetic make
up for these Mayo than those people who would hove migrated
over the Bering Strait from Northeast Asia.
Seldom seen in general books on Mesoamerica or in exhibits
of Mesoomerican art ore bearded figures that appear to be a cul·
turol enigma. Natives of the western hemisphere cannot grow
beards except for a few sparse hairs, which in ancient times were
usually plucked (Schellhas 1904: 599). As a rule, scholars
make no special comment regarding these men with beards, but
on occasion refer to them as "elderly" or "wise." However, there
is little basis for such statements. If a man is portrayed with a
beard and wrinkles, he is old; but not all of these sculptures hove
men with wrinkled skin. Men who can grow a beard in the
elderly years, con also grow a beard by the age of 18·25.
Except for a scanty growth of facial hair, Native Americans,
young or old, do not grow a sufficient amount of hair to produce
a full beard.
Athough early portraits of bearded men are in the minori
ty, hundreds have been found in the ancient ruins of
Mesoamerica, supporting the existence of a foreign element in
this port of the world. A typical Mayo Indian (Fig. l) has a mal
formed head (intentionally deformed while an infant), a large
but soft curving nose, and a hairless chin. The other portraits
shown herein are from various cultures throughout Mesoomerica
(Figs. 2-6). A few clearly wear false beards as was also the cus·
tom among rulers in Egypt and China (d'Aurio, Lacovara, and
Roehrig 1988: 164). Perhaps some Mesoomericons wore false
beards to emulate lineages for whom facial hair was a natural
phenomena. This is particularly true of the Mixtec of Oaxaca,
Mexico, whose history is documented as early as A.D. 692.
One of their accordion-like picture books called the Codex
mer 1996

Fig. 3: Bearded terracotu, head
from Veracruz, Mexico [drawn after
photograph, Von Wuthenau.
1965: 1351,

Fig. 4: Bearded man on terracotta
incense burner. lximche,
Guatemala, (drawn after photo
graph, Musee de !'Homme, Paris).

Fig. S: Vase with bearded man
from OUirigua� Guatemala (drawn
after photograph. St Louis Art
museum).

Nulta/1 is filled with such portraits (Fig. 2); however, a great many

of the beards in Mesoomerico ore natural.
A study br Kirk Magleby (n.d.) shows that there was a pre·
ponderonce of bearded figures in the Classic Period (A.O. 300900) of Mesoamerica, with a diminishing number appearing after
that time.
Apparently none remained by the lime of the Spanish Conquest
in A. D. 1521 . Any foreigners from across the sea may have been
absorbed by the original natives through marriage, or they may
even have been annihilated through war, disease, or other
unknown factors. Whatever the demise of these bearded foreign·
ers, some of their customs and traditions became infused with
those of indigenous Mesoomerican cultures.
Although not a diffusionist, Irene Nicholson expressed her opin·
ion regarding obvious parallels peculiar to Mesoomerica and the
Old World. In her book, Mexican and Central American
Mythology (1967: 19), Nicholson is befuddled over the wide vari·
ety of ethnic groups found in Mesoamerico, noting a possible
influence of Judaism and Mediterranean cultures.
Since these foreigners had beards, they most certainly were not
Mongols who traveled via the Bering Land Bridge from Siberia.
Mongols also do not have the prominent hooked nose as do most
of these bearded Mesoamericons. A specific answer cannot be
given as to which part of the world these bearded men came; but
an analysis of cultural traditions leaves a string of clues. Parallels
found in the Near East and in Mesoomerica are quite impressive,
three of which will be considered.

Fig. 6: Bearded man on Stela 3, La
Venta. Tabasco, Mexico.

Fig. 7: Wheeled animal with flat
bed back, Nahualac, Mexico.
Housed at Musee de !'Homme. Paris
(drawn after photo, Boggs 1973:
Fig. l J.

Wheeled Statuettes

The first wheeled objects found in the l 880's in Mexico and
El Salvador were given to European museums ond were not
token seriously by anthropologists. In fact, some sixty years
passed before students of ancient Mesoamericon cultures
acknowledged the existence of wheeled statuettes in this port of
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Fig. 8: Wheeled dog, Tres Zapotes.
Veracruz, Mexico. [housed at
Museum of Jalapa, Veracruzt.

the world. Since 1940 over seventy wheeled terrocotto figurines
have been found (Boggs 1973: 3). The age of these objects dates
to as early as 100 B.C., while most were constructed between A.D.
500-900.
The three areas where most of the wheeled pieces were discov
ered are Western Central Mexico, Veracruz, and El Salvador
(Borhegyi 1970: 24). However, no wheeled carts, wagons, or
other mobile vehicles were in use on a functional scale at the time
of the Spanish Conquest; and most scholars of Mesoomerican
studies believe the wheel was never used other than on small ritu
al objects.
Standing animal effigies mounted on four solid disk wheels
attached by means of wooden axles was the charocter of these
objects; but due to the fragile organic nature of wood, no axles
have survived to our day. It has been determined that there were
five ways to attach wheels (Ekholm 1946: 222-228; Borhegyi
1970: 18-25). This is very significant and suggests that early
Mesoamericans were not novices in the use of the axle.
Whether they chose to use the wheel to transport people or
goods for a portion of their history, is something we may never
know, but what is noteworthy is that besides the typical fully
formed animal with attached wheels, some have a body that trans
forms into a flatbed or platform (Fig. 7). Why is this done if not
intended to transport something or someone?
Today some books written by uninformed authors still describe
these wheeled objects as children's toys. However, given the con·
text in which they are often found (in burials), ii is obvious these
objects have a funerary ritual function, and ore accepted as such
by most scholars. As will be seen, the wheel had great signifi
cance to the Mesoamericans' understanding of the life cycle of life,
death, and rebirth.
Perhaps the wheel had no everyday utilitarian relevance, but
rother was symbolic, employed in a religious atmosphere, and
considered sacred. Buried with the dead, ii is now understood that
these wheeled objects were considered vehicles of transport for the
dead. Like the sun, the deceased would descend into the
Underworld, pass through it and be reborn in the morning. The
solar cycle of the sun, the calender round, and the cyclic belief of
life in Mesoamerican thought, all point lo the shape of a sacred
wheel. The question is, "Was the symbol of the wheel so revered
by the Mesoomerican community that its use in the mundane
activities of man would have been considered sacrilegious?" To the
native Mesoamerican, the real world was a supernatural, religious
world. Things of a functional nature were secondary to the out·
look of his/her existence in the cosmos. Few aspects of life were
not infused with religious meaning; in fact most art forms in
Mesoamerica have a significant supernatural connotation.
Frances Gibson, who lived among the Maya and studied
their ways, found a religious importance behind the symbol of
the wheel. Today, many of the Maya in remote areas of
mer 1996

Guatemala walk and choose to carry heavy loads rather than use
a cart. Gibson asked the Moya why they still do this ofter having
been exposed to wheels for over four hundred years. Their
response was that "the wheel was a symbol of the ancient sun god
and as such it was a sacred symbol" (Gibson 1974: 63).
Although these figurines portray a variety of animals, with one
example actually humanoid, the majority of these pieces ore dogs
(Fig. 8), and dogs have a special meanin g in Old and New World
mythologies in conjunction with the afterlife. The primary function
of the dog was to act as on escort through the Underworld, where
the deceased must poss through in order to be reborn. This was
especially held as a tradition in Egypt, Assyria, Greece, and
Rome. The dog in Mesoamerico was not only considered a valu
able companion and guide for the deceased (Miller and Taube
1933: 80), but was symbolic for the night sun (Fig. 9). Being
closely associated with the sun, the dog knew the way through the
dark and foreboding Underworld.
Other animals depicted on these wheeled figurines were deer,
jaguars, and monkeys, also associated with the sun in
Mesoomerica (Figs. l O and 11). Oddly enough, lions and
baboons were identified with the sun in Egypt, and the deer with
the sun in much of the rest of the ancient Old World.
Whether or not these wheeled objects found in Mesoamerico
were ever used in a utilitarian manner, one needs to ask, "Where
did they get such an idea in the first place?" Could this possibly
have been an independent invention in light of iheir knowledge of
the various ways they knew to employ an axle? Once again we
must look to the Near East, because this is where wheeled religious
funerary cult objects were mode since early times, and its practice
continued for thousands of years (Littauer and Crouwel 1979). In
fact, Gordon Ekholm noted: "Miniature clay vehicles in the form of
animals have been found in Mesopotamia and they ore remark
ably similar to those from Mexico" (Ekholm 1946: 227).
Horned Altars & Incense Burners
Exodus 30:2 mentions the use of a horned altar comparable
in style to that in Fig. 12, found in Megiddo. Similar altars were
also found in Ekron (Tel Miqne), a Philistine city, dating from the
seventh century B.C. Some scholars believe the horns may hove
supported a bowl of incense, but it is not known exactly how these
four-horned altars were used (Nielsen 1991: 29). Incense pottery
stands with a bowl at the top (Fig. 13), were found in Megiddo
and used in connection with religious rituals, as were the altars.
Kjeld Nielsen, who hos studied Old World altars and burners,
writes: "What appear to be small incense altars have been found
in Egypt, South Arabia and Mesopotamia" (Nielsen 1991: 29,
33). Most of these altars ore mode of limestone, but one ceram
ic altar was found just north of Jerusalem (Haran 1995: 31).
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Fig. 9: Dog with sun disk collar
jdrawn after Codex Vaticanus3773).

Fig.1 0:Wheeled deer, Cihuatan,
San Salvadoe fdrawn after photo,
Boggs 1973: Fig. SJ.

Fig. 1 I :Wheeled monkey, Veracruz,
Mexico fdrawn after photo,
'3orhegyl 1970: 23).

Fig. 12: Limestone Homed Altar,
Megiddo, circa 1000 B.C. fdrawn
after photo, Nielsen 1991: 28).

Fig. 13: Pottery Incense Stand
Meglddo, circa 1200 B.C. fdrawn
after photo, Nielsen 199 I: 291,

Some modern scholors, like Nielsen, believe these horned
altars may hove been used for the burning of incense, while other
reseorchers see them as receptacles for offerings, such as groin
or the meat of a sacrificed animal (Horan 1995: 32, 34).
Sacrificial birds may have been placed on small altars, but
because it was economical, groin and bread cokes were one of
the more popular offerings. Menohem Horan writes: "A little
frankincense may hove been added to the cokes' dough ...". In
Israel, sometimes these cokes were left lying in place, while at
other times, they were burned in fire (Horan 1995: 36). Incense
was used on a wide scale in Mesoomerico as well; in fact, it was
often mixed with groin, as was the practice in ancient Israel
(Tozzer 1941: 104, 142).
A most interesting incense burner was found at Monte Alban,
Oaxaca, Mexico (Fig. 14}. The lower portion not only hos the
four horns of the square-shaped altar, but is divided in two, which
was a standard feature of altars in the Near East. In addition this
particular piece from Mesoomerico appears to incorporate the
shape of cloy incense burners found in the same area as Near
Eastern horned altars. The four-horned base hos slits for the
smoke to escape, while the upper portion hos a cylindrical tube
topped by a bowl-like shape. Is this on oltor-incensorio combina
tion derived ofter Near Eastern styles? In addition to the Mexican
burner, Stephen Borhegyi ( 1956) reported on a Guatemalan
horned stand for on incense burner, similar to the type of setup
used in Israel.
Star of David
Commonly referred to as the "Star of David," the sign com
posed of two equilateral triangles shoring a common center and
pointing in opposite directions did not become widespread as an
emblem of Judaism until the 19th century, although its earliest
appearance in a Jewish context is from the 7th century B.C.
(Edelstein 1990: 34). The truth of the molter is that this emblem
was used in the Near East as early as the Bronze Age by many
cultures. Although we do not know its mystical significance, of
which many opinions have been offered, we ore able to analyze
the various elements that ore frequently associated with the
design.
At Ein Yael, a site five miles from Jerusalem, on interesting
Romon Villa with mosaic floors was fortuitously and unexpected
ly discovered. Ein Yael has a perennial spring that issues from a
hillside cave, making this site an agricultural belt. Remains of a
2nd century A.D. Roman bathhouse stand at this villa. Most of
mosaics contain marine scenes complete with many varieties of
fish. Considering the location of Ein Yael, together with its natur
al springs and the nature of a bath house, the water motifs ore
opproriote. Many of the mosaic designs ore encircled with a
rope border--ropes often being associated with nautical themes.
In a circular room of the lower both house, a most
amazing mosaic design was found containing a double-twisted
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Fig.14: Horned Incense Burner,
Monte Alban, Oaxaca, Mexico,
circa 1500-100 B.C. fhoused in
National Museum of Anthropology.
Mexico City).

Fig. I 5: Mosaic Star of David In
bath house of Roman villa, Ein Yael
/drawn and reconstructed after
photo. Edelstein Nov/Dec
1990: 33).

Fig. 16: Rope-like Star of David,
frieze at synagogue, Capemaum
(drawn after Reifenberg
1950:100/.

Fig. 17: Star of David on

Tombstone, southern France

fdrawn after Colas 1923: Fig. 742/.

Fig. 18: Maya Star of David Flower,
Guatemala (housed al National
Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology, Guatemala City/.

rope forming the familiar six-pointed Star or Shield of David
(Fig. 15). At the center of the star is a six-petalled rosette, and
encom ossing the whole, another rope in-the-round. What this
symbofmeant lo the Romans is not known.
Erwin R. Goodenough, a scholar of Near Eastern symbols
and traditions, suspects the Star of David evolved from the
ancient rosette motif. He hos adequately demonstrated that this
star is interchangeable with the rosette form, and of course,
sometimes the rosette is contained within the center of the star.
From ancient times the rosette was associated with gods, royal
ty, and authority from on high. It was therefore quite apropos
to be connected with the Hebrew Kings, David and Solomon.
Goodenough also suggests that this "seal" or "shield" become
a Jewish sign for protection. (Goodenough 1953-68: Vol. 8:
198).
The double triangle, with or without a rosette at the center
like that found at Ein Yael, is apparently timeless. A rope-like
ring encircles a soft-laced star with a smaller ring inside on a
frieze at a synagogue at Copernoum, built during the Romon
period (Fig. 16). later in history, an outside circle enclosing a
double-star with rosette center was engraved on a 17th century
tombstone in southern Fronce (Fig. 17). These ore but a few of
similar examples of the some motif.
While at the Notional Museum of Archaeology and
Ethnology in Guatemala City, I sow a carved shell with Star of
David motif in a circle with a rosette center (Fig 18). Shell gor·
gets such as this were not worn by commoners--they were worn
by royalty. When I asked a Mayan art historian what she
thought of this piece, she said, "It's a Rower," and she is
absolutely right.
However, everything in Mayon art hos meaning, and more
over, why on earth does a flower design in Mesoomerico look
as though it come from the Near East when there ore hundreds
of other ways to portray a flower?
Another interesting six-pointed star hos petals on the out
side, as opposed lo on inside rosette, and at the bottom is a
pennoted toil (Fig. 19). The long feathers pendent at the bottom
were a motif in art styles of the ancient Near East (Fig. 20).
These feathers ore often connected to a ring (sometimes rope
like), which may enclose a rosette or deity.
An interesting stelo doting to the 7th century A.D. was
found in Compeche, Mexico, and may depict a Star of David
design on an earflore (Fig. 21). This man, sporting a beard,
may represent a dignitary from across the sea. Th eorflore
design appears to be a partially submerged double star in the
waters, the whole of the design encircled by a rope.
lconogrophers often brush this off as on "imbricoted-roy" Year
Sign (also known as "trapeze and ray" or "A-O sign"), a pop
ular Mexican motif (Fig. 220). Bui, is this reolly the case? The
Mexican Year Sign is extremely varied in form and usage. It has
been associated with the rain god, headdresses, war and
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Fig. I 9. Star of
David With
Pennated Tall,
Uxmal, Yucatan,
Mexico jdrawn
after Holmes
1993: Pl. 57, No.
SJ.

Fig. 20: Assyrian
._____..., Winged Disk with
Pennated Tall.

Fig. 21: Bearded Man with
partial Star of David Earflare,
Stela from Campeche. Mexico
(housed at National Museum
of Anthropology, Mexico
City).

Fig. 22(aJ: Typical Mexican
Year Sign (drawn after Miller
and Taube 1993: I I 3J.
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Fig, ZZjbJ: 'Year I Rabbit,"
including Mexican Year
Sign (drawn after Miller
and Taube I 993: I 13).

the calendar, the latter being the most significant application.
The Mixtec of Mexico named their years and bound them into fifty
two year cycles. For example Fig. 226 would read, "Year 1 Rabbit,"
the dot over the rabbit being their symbol for "one." According to
Mary Ellen Miller and Kori Taube of Yale and the University of
California, respectively, it is very likely the Mexican Year Sign derived
from a bound bundle of gross (Miller and Taube 1993: 113). The
earflare on the Campeche ruler does not resemble anything that is
bound.
In support of my hypothesis that the Campeche stela design is a
Mexican Year Sign, we must make a comparison. The typical Year
Sign encompasses only the upper one-third of a Star of David type
motif, as opposed to Campeche carving, which shows better than one
half of the star. In addition, Year Signs ore often cut off by a straight
bar {representing a lied knot), one-third from the top, which is too short
to show the presence of an inner circle. But on the Campeche carving,
one can detect a partial loop, perhaps to indicate a circle, as is the
case with the Uxmal example (Fig. 19). The Campeche star also has
a possible water pattern starting more than half way down the star, as
opposed to the usual Mexican Year Sign bar higher up on the design.
Many stelae immortalize rulers, and if this earflare is truly a partial
Star of David sitting in the waters of the sea and encircled by a nauti
cal rope, ii would be plausible to suggest that this bearded man, or his
ancestors, came from the Near East.
The Mexican Year Sign became quite popular throughout
Mesoamerica and was even used by the Moya lo denote military
prowess and authority. Whether or not this sign evolved from the Star
of David, which is doubtful, its significance is similar in that it was relat
ed to authority and power. If the eorflare on the stela from Campeche
(Fig 21), is not related to the Near Eastern six-pointed star, the com
plete Mesoamerican Star of David (Fig. 15), should be able to stand
on its own, in that it is identical in form to those of the Near East.
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God hos always been a God
of covenants. They ore his promises
to his people. The Book of Mormon
is dedicated to teaching the descen,dants of Lehi and Jacob "how great
things the Lord hath done for their
fathers; and that they may know the
covenants of the Lord, that they ore �••�
not cost off forever" !Title P.0ge of the ,..
Book of Mormonl. Thus, the Book of .
Mormon is o book of promise to
Israel. But it is not for Israel alone. It
is
for all who believe in the work of
I
the Messiah. Mormon wrote in the
Title page that it was written "also lo
the convincing of the Jew and Gentile ·
that Jesus is the Christ, the Eternal
God, manifesting himself unto all 1:
notions."
One of the scriptures that
helps to confirm this insight is the
parable of the olive tree, by Zenos.
Through ii all, the Lord of the vine
yard, hoping for o harvest of good
fruit, is faced with the decision of
whether to destroy his unfruitful and
decoying olive trees or to continue
laboring to recover them and hope to
harvest good fruit for his storehouse.
Finally, the parable ends with the
Lord of the vineyard enjoying on
immense harvest.
The tome olive tree represents ·
the house of Israel and the promise of
' the covenant God mode to Abraham
1
and others to prosper his chosen
notion.
Israel prospers under the
covenant blessings for a lime, but for [
its disobedience, it suffers greatly and
is eventually scattered. The olive tree
is preserved by the gentiles being
brought into the covenant through the
gospel. This preserves Israel's hope
of tlie covenant for a time. However,
when the gentiles be.9in to falter, the
scattered members of Israel ore graft
ed into the mother tree again. Onlx
this time, the tree sports branches of
both Israel and the gentiles. There I
will be a great pruning of the ·

limbs, and the tree will bear much fruit just before
the end of the world.
This parable is full of hoP.e and promise for
us. We ore living in the days of the decline of the
gentiles and the rise of Israel's belief in the
Messiah. These ore the days of Israel's hoP.e and
longing. Contrary to what many people ore
teaching, this is Israel's greatest hour. While her
people will endure hardship, the destination of
their journey is the kingdom of God through faith
in Jesus Christ, the Holy One of Israel. Goa is ful
filling his word to Abraham, lsooc and Jacob in
this very day and hour. The prophecies of Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Micah and others ore coming
to f)0Ss right now. What o glorious day to rejoice
and thank God for his faithfulness and endurance.
By the Lord's faithfulness to the covenant with
Israel, everyone con toke heart that the Lord is o
covenant keeper and is able to complete the work
he has begun in us (Philippians 1:6).
This is the day when the role of the Book of
Mormon ond the Restoration will be expanded.
When Moroni delivered his message to Joseph
Smith in 1823 he spoke at length regarding the
restoration of the house of Israel'. God's covenant
is being fulfilled; he is remembering Israel and
turning bock the yoke of her oppressors. The
Restoration and the Book of Mormon were
brought forth for just such a day. Zenos' parable
testifies that these covenants will all be fulfilled,
and it instills hope in our hearts that the purpose
of the Book of Mormon and the Restoration shall
yet be accomplished.
The lost days are full of danger for the
wicked. This is revealed as the Doctrine and
Covenants describes a day when everyone will be
al war with his neighbor except those living in
Zion. Though the gentiles ore declining, yet many
of them shall also be saved by faith in Christ.
These gentiles will be those who have been among
the wicked but who ore unwilling to fight and kill
their neighbors (D & C 45: 130,b RLDS, D & C
45:68-69 LDS). Out of the wickedness of the day,
many will flee to Christ and join Zion. Zenos soys
the Lord of the vineyard will harvest fruit from liis
vineyard "for o long time" (Jacob 3: 148 RLDS,
Jacob 5:76 LDS). How large o harvest will ii be?
Isaiah wrote that the "abundance of the sea shall
be converted unto thee, and the forces of the gen
tiles shall come unto thee" (Isaiah 60:5). John
saw "o great multitude which no man can num
ber" being clothed in white robes (Revelation 7:9).
The Lord promises o great harvest and blessing to
those who labor with him in the work (Jacob
3: 147 RLDS, Jacob 5:75 LDS).

The parable also suggests there is a work
that all of us can do. Manx tasks ore described in
the parable. Cutting branches, hauling and burn
ing, digging, fertilizing, watering and harvesting
ore o tew. No one can do them all, and yet all
ore necessary and equally important to the lord's
work. Through the Restoration the Lord has
shown that, indeed, "if ye have desires to serve
God, ye are called lo the work" (D & C 4: 1c RLDS,
D & C 4:3 LDS).
The role of the Lord's chief servant in this
parable is striking. He is perpetually found plead
ing far mercy on behalf of the trees. Every time
the Lord is moving toward destroying the trees, the
servant intercedes, recommending that more
patience and time be given. He pledges to prune
and dig around and dung the trees lo encourage
their growth of good fruit. Until the end of the
vineyard's day, this servant is on advocate for the
trees.
Jesus Christ is the advocate for his people
(D & C 45: 1 c-e RLDS, D & C 45:3-5 LDS;
Hebrews 7:24 IV, Hebrews 7:25 KJ). This role of
Christ is so clearly demonstrated in the parable.
He is, in my understanding, the chief servant of
the Lord of the vineyard who intercedes for and
labors to recover the tame olive tree.
What on unspeakable gitt of God. 0 that
it would cause us lo fall on our knees to worship
him! "If any man thirst, let him come unto me,
and drink" (John 7:37). Faith in the Son of Man
holds the promise of eternal life, and in the para
ble Christ's redeeming ministry is powerfully
declared.
Redemption implies and guarantees the
defeat of Satan and the destruction of evil. When
the vineyard (the world, see Jacob 4:5 RLDS,
Jacob 6:3 LDS) is finally burned, Salon's dominion
shall be destroyed forever. Satan will have no
hold on the hearts of the children of men who
exercise faith in Jesus Christ. This parable helps
us to see and believe in the power of the atone
ment to fulfill all that the Father hos promised. By
faith in the power of Christ's atoning blood, we
have the promise of Christ's kin gdom,his defeat of
evil and the rescue of his people from sin forever
more. This is the promise God gives us in the
parable of the olive tree:
Wherefore, my beloved brethren,
t beseech of you in words of
soberness, thot ye would repent,
and come with full purpose of heart,
and cleave unto God as he cleoveth
unto you.
-- Jacob 4:8 RLDS
-- Jocob 6:5 lDS

"I write a few more things, that perhaps they
may be of worth unto my brethren, the
Lamaniles, in some future doy1 according to
the will of the lord."
Moroni l :4 RLDS-LDS
Hove xou ever questioned the f?Urpose of Christ's
restored church? Over the post fifty years, I hove
been exposed to many perspectives on the subject.
Opinions have includecl such purposes as restoration
oF priesthood authority, restoration of ordinances
and sacraments, restoration of doctrine, restoration
of the church ofter apostasy and so on.
My intent is not to challenge the im P.ortonce and
validity of these points but to suggest that their sig
nificance lies in their relationship to the true purpose
of the church. They are supporting pillars to a
greater colling. The colling of tlie churcli is found in
the scriptural commission to take the Book of
Mormon to the heritage people (the Lomanites/. Its
primary purf?ose is to be the vehicle lo fulfi I the
promises and covenants the Lord mode to the House
of Manasseh.
Some scriptures to support this claim con be
found in D & C 2 and 3 RLDS {D & C 3 and l O LDS).
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The Book of Mormon also sheds light on this in its
preface wherein the Lord slates that the plates were
preserved for this very purpose. God responded to
the prayers of the holy prophets of ancient America
who desired that their seed would receive this sacred
record. The Lord promised that it would come lo
poss because of their desire and faith.
How hos the church responded to this colling?
Let's look at three areas to determine the answer.
First: In October, 1830, Parley P. Pratt, Oliver
Cowdery, Peter Whitmer and Zibo Peterson were
commanded to go into the wilderness among the
lomonites. The mission ended in failure. They were
driven out by the Indian agent and the army. Why
would the lord send missionaries on a mission that
would foil? This result does not make sense as we
examine the words found in l Nephi 5:59 RLDS (l
Nephi 17:3 LDS) which state: " And if it so be that
the children of men keep the commandments of God,
he doth nourish them, and strengthen them, and pro
vide means whereby thex con accomplish the thing
which he has commondecl them." We must therefore
assume that these missionaries foiled because they
disobeyed the lord.

Parley P. Pratt wanted to slop at Kirtland, Ohio, lo evangelize
and baptize. The missionaries spent eight weeks in Kirtland followed
by another week at Cincinnati, Ohio. A severe snowstorm delayed
them two more weeks at St. Louis, Missouri. Eleven weeks were lost
because these men decided they would do other things than what the
lord had specifically commanded. (This is the reason we all fail ta
accomplish the lord's work. We want to do it our way.) The window
of opportunity the lord had prepared closed quickly and insured fail
ure.
This disobedience brought a cloud of condemnation upon the
whole church that was expressed in D & C 83:86 RLDS (D & C
84:56-57 LDS). The lord said, "And this condemnation resteth upon
the children of Zion, even all; and they shall remain under this con·
demnation until they repent and remember the new covenant, even
the Book of Mormon and the former commandments which I have
given them, not only to say, but to do according to that which I have
written." The purpose of the church was never again pursued at the
level the Lord required and it continues to bring God's judgment.
Second: The early church changed the emphasis from taking the
Book of Mormon to the lamanites to building Zion and taking the
gospel to the whole world. It is important to understand that taking
the Book of Mormon to the lamanites and building Zion are insepo·
rably connected. They are also sequentially dependent in the order
in which they will occur. (Ether 6:4-10 RLDS, Ether 13:4· l O LDS) tells
us that the New Jerusalem will be built upon this land by the remnant
of the house of Joseph, and that they shall build up a holy city unto
the Lord. This scripture is referring to Ephraim and Manosseli, who
ore the sons of Joseph, who was sold into Egypt. The lineage of
Ephraim (the church) is already in place to assist. The lineage of
Manasseh (the Lamonites) is waiting far the Book of Mormon to be
brought to them so they can take their place in the process. The Lord
wants the church to accomplish this purpose so the grand design of
these last da ys can proceed according to plan. His plan awaits the
response of the church.
Third: In 1829, the Lord commanded that twelve apostles be
searci:;a-aut and ordained. The special witness of these men,
through their missionary calling, was needed to aggressively pursue
the purpose of the church. One can only imagine the impact they
might liave had in taking the Book of Mormon to the Lamanites.
Instead, these offices were not filled for more than five years. During
that time the direction of the church shifted lo other areas and the
original focus was lost.
Walter Weldon's books, The Purf)ose of the Book of Mormon and
Tell My People, do a wonderful job of reminding the church of its pur·
pose and pointing its people to the spiritual life necessary lo accom·
plish ii. They are worthy of our study lo determine where the church
stands, what it takes to move forward and where ii needs to go.
We are at a point in history where the church must be brought to
a remembrance. All believers in the Book of Mormon are challenged
to a renewed understanding of the purpose of the Restoration. An
intense desire coupled with o focused commitment to the lord's pur·
pose for the Book Mormon will flood the church with the blessin gs
of heaven. These blessings will insure the success of those who make
the journey of faith. There is much depending on our decision.
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